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I. INTRODUCTION
“Financial technology,” or “FinTech,” refers to the use of technology to deliver financial
solutions. The term can be traced to the early 1990s,1 and now refers to a very rapidly growing
industry. 2 However, the sector has attracted the focused attention of regulators, industry
participants, consumers, and academics only since 2014.
II. FINTECH 1.0 (1866-1967): NEW TERM FOR AN OLD RELATIONSHIP
FinTech is not novel. The laying of the transatlantic telegraph cable in 1866 provided the
fundamental infrastructure for the period of strong financial globalization from 1866 to 1913.
It is important to distinguish three main eras of FinTech evolution. From around 1866 to
1967, the financial services industry, while heavily interlinked with technology, remained largely
analogue; we characterize this period as FinTech 1.0. From 1967 to 2008, the development of
digital technology for communications and transactions increasingly digitalized finance; we
characterize this period as FinTech 2.0. Since 2008, in the period we characterize as FinTech 3.0,
new start-ups and established technology companies have begun to deliver financial products and
services directly to businesses and the public as well as to banks.3
A. FinTech 1.0: From Analogue to Digital
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From their earliest stages, finance and technology have been interlinked and mutually
reinforcing. Finance originated in the state administrative systems that were necessary to
transition from hunter-gatherer groups to settled agricultural states. Money is a technology
evidencing transferable values, and additionally, the emergence of early calculation technologies
like the abacus greatly facilitated financial transactions. Finance evolved alongside trade, and
double entry accounting emerged from this in the late Middle Ages and Renaissance. Many
historians share the view that the European financial revolution in the late 1600s involving joint
stock companies, insurance, and banking—all based on double entry accounting—was essential
to the Industrial Revolution. 4 Thus, the relationship between finance and technology laid the
foundations for the modern period.
In the late 19th century, technologies such as the telegraph, railroads and steamships
underpinned financial interconnections across borders. Then, post-World War I technological
developments proceeded rapidly. By this time, a global telex network was in place, providing the
communications foundation on which the next stage of FinTech could develop.5
III. FINTECH 2.0 (1967-2008): DIGITALISATION OF TRADITIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES
In the late 1960s and 1970s, electronic payment systems advanced rapidly. The InterComputer Bureau was established in the UK in 1968, forming the basis of today’s Bankers’
Automated Clearing Services. The US Clearing House Interbank Payments System was
established in 1970, and Fedwire became an electronic system in the early 1970s. Reflecting the
need to interconnect domestic payments systems, the Society of Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunications was established in 1973, followed soon after by the collapse of Herstatt
Bank in 1974, which highlighted the risks of increasing international financial interlinkages. This
crisis triggered the first major regulatory focus on FinTech, with the establishment of the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision of the Bank for International Settlements in 1975, leading to
a series of international soft law agreements.6
In 1987, the stock market crashed on “Black Monday.” The effects of the crash were a
clear indicator that global markets were technologically interlinked. 7 The reaction led to the
introduction of “circuit breakers” to control the speed of price changes, and led securities
regulators worldwide to create mechanisms to support cooperation. In addition, the Single
European Act of 1986, the Big Bang financial liberalization process in the UK in 1986, and the
1992 Maastricht Treaty set the baseline for the full interconnection of EU financial markets by
the early 21st century.
The advances through the mid-1990s showed the initial risks in complex computerized
risk management systems, with the collapse of Long-term Capital Management after the Asian
and Russian financial crises of 1997-1998.8 However, the next level of development began in
1995 when Wells Fargo began providing online consumer banking. By 2001, eight US banks had
at least one million customers online. The internet was to prove to be the foundational change in
the late 1990s that was to make FinTech 3.0 possible a decade later. Not only e-banking, but all
of the developments of FinTech 3.0, were built upon the basis of the internet.
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The regulatory view during FinTech 2.0 was that while e-banking was a digital version of
the traditional model, it did create new risks. Technology removed the need for depositors to be
physically present at a branch, and could thus indirectly facilitate electronic bank runs. In turn,
instant withdrawal could increase the stress on a financial institution.9 Regulators also identified
that online banking creates new credit risks.10 The expectation was also that e-banking providers
would be authorized financial institutions, which are usually the only entities allowed to describe
themselves as “banks”.11 However, FinTech 3.0 changed this.
IV. FINTECH 3.0 (2008 – PRESENT) IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
A number of factors came together around 2007 and 2008 to provide the impetus for
FinTech 3.0 in developed countries.
At this time, the brand image of banks, especially in the UK and US, was severely
shaken. A 2015 survey reported that Americans trusts technology firms more than banks to
handle their finances.12 The same phenomena appears to exist in China where over 2000 P2P
lending platforms operate outside a clear regulatory framework and yet this does not deter
millions of lenders and borrowers, due to the cheaper cost, apparently better potential return, and
increased convenience.13
Post-crisis regulation increased banks’ compliance obligations and costs, and restricted
credit. Ring-fencing obligations and increased regulatory capital for banks changed their
incentive or capacity to originate low-value loans.14 The new requirements to prepare Recovery
and Resolution Plans and conduct stress tests further added to bank costs.15 Furthermore, the
2008 global financial crisis (‘GFC’) saw many finance professionals made redundant, and
seeking new outlets for their skills.
Furthermore, FinTech 3.0 would almost certainly not have flowed from the GFC had the
crisis occurred five years earlier. Two technological developments needed to occur to deliver the
consumer interface and the interoperability among applications and services, and these were the
advent of the smartphone and the growth in sophistication of application programming interfaces
(APIs).16
The critical difference in FinTech 3.0 lies in, first, who is providing financial services,
with start-ups and technology firms supplanting banks in providing niche services to the public,
business and the banks themselves, and second, the speed of development. There has been in
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many markets a shift in customer mindset as to who has the resources and legitimacy to provide
financial services combined with an entirely new speed of evolution, particularly in emerging
markets.
A. The FinTech Industry Today in Developed Countries
FinTech today comprises five major areas, explored below.
Finance and investment: FinTech extends beyond alternative financing mechanisms like
P2P lending to include the financing of technology itself (e.g. via crowd funding) as well as the
use of technology in financial transactions such as algorithmic trading. FinTech is also
increasingly involved in areas such as robo-advisory services.17
Internal financial operations and risk management: These have been core drivers of IT
spending by financial institutions, as they have built better compliance systems. For example,
approximately one-third of Goldman Sachs’ 33,000 staff are engineers.18
Payments and infrastructure: Payments have been an area of great regulatory attention
since the 1970s, resulting in the development of both domestic and cross-border electronic
payment systems. Likewise, infrastructure for securities trading and settlement and OTC
derivatives trading is central, and IT and telecommunications companies are seeking
opportunities to disintermediate traditional institutions here.
Data security and monetization: The digitization of the financial industry means it is
particularly vulnerable to cybercrime and espionage. This will remain a major concern for
governments, policy-makers, regulators, industry participants, and customers. Nonetheless,
FinTech innovation is clearly present in the use of “big data” to enhance the efficiency and
availability of financial services.
Consumer interface: The consumer interface offers the greatest scope for competition
with the traditional financial sector, as tech companies can leverage off their pre-existing
customer bases to roll out new financial products. Interestingly, it may be in developing
countries where this area comes to the forefront.
V. FINTECH 3.5 IN EMERGING MARKETS: THE EXAMPLES OF ASIA AND AFRICA
In Asia and Africa, recent FinTech developments have been primarily prompted by
deliberate government policy choices in the pursuit of economic development. We characterize
the era in these regions as FinTech 3.5.
The “reputational” factors that encourage the perception that only banks can offer
banking services are irrelevant in these regions for over 1.2 billion unbanked individuals,
because to them, banking can be provided by any institution, whether regulated or not: “banking
is necessary, banks are not”.19
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A. Africa: Greenfield Opportunities for FinTech
FinTech in Africa emerged at the beginning of the 21st century largely on the back of two
factors: the underdeveloped level of banking and financial services; and the rapid spread of
mobile telephones.
At most, twenty percent of African households have access to formal or semi-formal
financial services compared to sixty percent of Asian households. 20 As a result,
telecommunications companies have taken the lead in FinTech developments. Mobile money—
the provision of basic payment and savings services through e-money recorded on a mobile
phone—has achieved its greatest success in Kenya and, more recently, Tanzania. 21 Mobile
money has significantly spurred economic development by providing customers with a means to
save funds, remit money safely to their families, pay bills, and receive government payments
securely. The most well-known success story in Africa is that of M-Pesa, launched in 2007.22 In
under five years, payments made through M-Pesa surpassed forty-three percent of Kenya’s
GDP.23
B. FinTech Opportunities and Limitations in the Asia-Pacific Region
The growth of the APAC FinTech market is attributable to various factors: slower IT
spending by APAC traditional banks;24 public distrust of the state-owned banking system (due to
corruption and inefficiency); limited branch network distribution; and very high mobile
telephone, particularly smartphone, penetration rates.
Numerous FinTech accelerators for start-ups have been established in Hong Kong and
Singapore, as well as Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne, and these are set to open in Korea. Most
Asian regulators have also initiated a FinTech strategy.25 For China, this trend is supported by its
market reforms moving from a mono-banking model to a largely commercialized financial
system. Since 2009, over 2000 P2P lending platforms have emerged in China, and we should not
expect this growth to slow, especially with the government's Internet Finance Guidelines issued
in July 2015.26
FinTech 3.5 is supported by a strong underlying rationale, including the following
characteristics: (1) young digitally-savvy populations equipped with mobile devices; (2) a fastgrowing middle class; (3) inefficient financial and capital markets creating opportunities for
20
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informal alternatives; (4) a shortage of physical banking infrastructure; (5) a behavioral predisposition in favor of convenience over trust; (6) untapped market opportunities; and (7) less
stringent data protection and competition. In addition, particularly in India and China, there are
very large numbers of engineering and technology graduates.27
Though opportunity in the APAC region is great, it is tempered by specific challenges.
Investors, networks and financial engineering in APAC are less sophisticated than in the EU and
US, leading to information asymmetries and constraints for FinTech companies. Financing is
also not readily attainable, with high barriers to entry to retail banking. Furthermore, as
companies scale, the fragmented regulatory regime puts Business-to-Consumer FinTech
companies at a disadvantage compared with Business-to-Business (B2B) companies, as B2B
partially shift the compliance burden to their client.28 The fragmentation in APAC, consisting of
twenty-four countries, is also apparent when compared to the harmonized European market.
C. China: Transitioning its Financial Market for the 21st Century
In China, technology has already blurred customer perceptions of who can deliver a
financial service. AliPay processes over one million transactions each day by means that
resemble a traditional bank, 29 without being a bank. Alibaba has also fulfilled two main
government policy objectives by creating 2.87 million direct and indirect job opportunities, and
providing over 400,000 SMEs with loans ranging from $3000 to $5000.30 In the interests of a
level playing field, banks should be allowed to respond to these competitive challenges posed by
less regulated companies that can gain significant market share by offering close substitutes for
services.
There is a unique opportunity in China’s technology-driven financial transition. In
addition to learning from Western regulatory mistakes, China could leapfrog financial regulation
standards by establishing a regulatory framework that promotes and controls FinTech and
internet finance companies.31 In many ways China’s leadership is already manifest. For example,
AliPay’s introduction of facial recognition payment in March 2015 32 was followed by
MasterCard in July 2015.33 Similarly, SME lending by Alibaba in 2010 using alternative creditscoring data is now used in the US and Japan, and by Amazon in Europe.34
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Certain characteristics of the Chinese market make it particularly fertile ground for
FinTech: in particular its limited physical banking infrastructure and high technology
penetration. Over the past three years, there have been 111 million new internet banking
customers, a nineteen percent increase in new personal bank accounts, and a twenty-four percent
increase in online payments. 35 It is expected that by 2020 there will be 900 million digital
banking customers, 36 and by 2017 over 900 million Chinese will be credit-scored using
alternative data points.37
To support this digital transition, banks should compete equally in terms of regulatory
burden with start-ups that offer close substitutes for regulated products. At the same time, startups should operate within a regulatory framework that allows them to develop their business
before becoming subject to expensive compliance costs. Thus, the way forward may lie in
establishing threshold levels for when institutions must comply with regulation.
It seems that China’s current guidelines are pointing towards a two-tiered market, defined
by transaction values. 38 This is an imperfect solution because it caps the growth of internet
finance providers, but it also may introduce some regulatory harmony between banks and startups.
VI. REGULATORY INNOVATION AND THE IMPORTANCE OF REGTECH
Established financial actors, technology companies, and regulators work well together to
develop regulations through market consultation, however, new FinTech 3.0 players are entering
the industry without a financial compliance culture, and with limited pre-existing interaction
with financial regulators. Right now, in many countries, uncertainty abounds as to the laws and
procedures applicable to new FinTech companies.
Technology needs time to find its final use and applicability, and the market may need to
settle before regulatory intervention: deciding when to regulate can be as important as deciding
what to regulate. There may be a strong benefit in regulation not influencing market innovation,
and remaining technology-neutral. 39 In practice, this means regulators need to understand a
technology’s applicability.
For example, fingerprint scanning raises issues of “biometric data theft” where a
fingerprint can be replicated using a high-resolution photograph. 40 A case can thus be made
against using fingerprints due to the security risk. However, the decision to allow or ban a
technology is perhaps best not left to regulators, because until a technology becomes widely
used, risks like this are limited. Instead, a wait-and-see approach allows the technology to evolve
35
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and the regulator to learn whether the technology will be adopted and draw on historical data as
to risks.
This efficiency-based analysis highlights the benefits of supervising only large players.
Money market funds (MMF) offer an example. Three of the largest players in this sector are
Vanguard, Fidelity, and Schwab, established in 1975, 1946, and 1963, respectively. In 2014,
Alibaba started to offer an MMF that was fully online and available to its pre-existing customers.
Within nine months, Yu’E Bao became the world’s fourth largest MMF,41 showing how a nontraditional financial institution can move quickly from “too-small-to-care” to “too-big-to-fail.”
This exponential growth represents a direct challenge to gradual regulation, because it has
skipped the “too-large-to-ignore” phase when regulators would have started to request
compliance.

Figure 1: Regulatory threshold approaches compared to growth models42

If primarily regulating actors with a significant impact on financial markets remains the
correct approach, what needs to change in extraordinary cases is the methods used to identify
future systemically important actors.
A. Adapting Regulatory Methods in a Digital Age
The differences between FinTech 2.0 and FinTech 3.0 players create distinct expectations
and needs for industry supervision. For start-ups, the high cost of regulation is incompatible with
their typically lean business model.43 They prefer the more flexible compliance obligations of a
principle-based regulatory regime, under which the spirit of regulation is preferred to “box
ticking.” In contrast, rule-based regimes create clear rules and processes. However, the flexibility
of a principle-based model creates some uncertainty as to compliance expectations, and the
clearness of a rule-based model can limit the incentive to do more.
41
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The solution may lie in going beyond an “either-or” attitude between rule-based or
principle-based. Regulatory obligations should be dynamic in adapting to the size and activity of
a business as it grows. In the case of start-ups, investors may prefer the regulatory certainty of
the rule-based model.44 The higher compliance costs may then be balanced against the start-up
being more attractive to investors. However, rule-based regulatory approaches are more likely to
create a barrier to entry, and FinTech 3.0 thus needs a framework that is both balanced and
dynamic.
B. A Case for the Development of RegTech
The increased use of technology within the financial services industry gives regulatory
bodies an opportunity to access a level of granularity in risk assessments that did not previously
exist. Since 2007 there has been increased focus on using market data to better regulate financial
markets.45
Regulatory interest in the FinTech sector represents a turning point. Regulators are
forward-looking rather than retrospective, looking to support market developments while
maintaining financial stability. There are benefits for a regulator to interact early with new
FinTech start-ups, even if not yet significant. For example, the UK’s Financial Conduct
Authority initiated a consultation to understand the regulatory hurdles faced by FinTech 3.0
companies and created an innovation hub to support start-ups from a nascent stage. 46 This
awareness phase is also seen in Asia.47
The increasingly data-driven aspects of FinTech 3.0, and the fact that young companies
rely on new and transparent IT systems, allows regulators to explore new compliance
mechanisms. 48 For example, real-time compliance systems could be requested as part of the
licensing process. This would provide regulators and the company with a way to monitor in
quasi-real time the actions of its staff and identify any non-compliant behavior. Regulatory
models where access to real-time data is traded off for regulatory capital could provide a more
appropriate cost of market entry for new companies, as their level of regulatory scrutiny could
gradually increase with their growth.
VII. CONCLUSION
This article has illustrated the evolution of FinTech through three major eras, culminating
in today’s FinTech 3.0. In developed markets, this shift has emerged out of the GFC of 2008 and
been driven by public expectations, technology companies moving into the financial world, and
political demands for a diversified banking system. In developing countries FinTech 3.5 has been
44
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driven by inefficiencies in the existing financial system, deliberate government policy choices
and the rapid introduction of new technology.
In both cases, the FinTech sector is attracting the interest of regulators. The challenge lies
in resolving the tension between a forward-looking framework that promotes innovation, and a
sufficiently rigorous framework that maintains market confidence. A common international
approach could possibly begin a new era in FinTech, however, in our view, more
experimentation and innovation is needed in regulatory approaches and RegTech before the time
will be ripe to seek their standardization. It is too early, today, to seek international regulatory
harmonization in this space.
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